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Success Criteria
Year 3

• I can communicate ideas and listen to others.

• I can follow and give instructions.

• I can work with a small group.

Year 4

• I can accurately follow and give instructions.

• I can reflect on when and why I was successful at solving challenges.

• I can work effectively with a small group.

YEAR 3/4

OAA
Lesson 1

Learning Objective
To develop cooperation and teamwork skills.

To communicate in a group and listen to others' ideas.

https://www.getset4pe.co.uk/
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Handy Hints
Listen to other team members and share ideas.

Equipment

Optional:
Blindfolds

Benches x 4
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Warm Up and Introduction
10 Mins

What makes a good team?
Discuss with the pupils what they believe makes a good team. Display key words and explain to the pupils that the activities they will be completing will require them to work as a team.

They will need to share ideas and be respectful of each others input.

 

Team Tag:
Select four pupils to be the catchers. If pupils are tagged, they must sit on the floor and hold their hands up in the air. Pupils can return to the game when two other pupils take one hand

each and help them up.

After a few minutes change the catchers.

Look for space when running.

Communicate with other pupils to help save those who have been tagged.

Make this harder specifying that pupils are only allowed to move around by jumping.
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Skill Development
45 Mins

Bench line up:
Split the pupils into fours teams. Each team stands on a bench. Ask the pupils to:

A Get into height order without coming off the bench. Discuss how the teams are going to do this. How will they help each other?

B Hand size order from biggest to smallest.

C Alphabetical order of their first name.

Explain the task and then encourage the pupils to share ideas amoungst their team.

Make this harder by completing the game without speaking or having a few pupils who are blindfolded.

Question the pupils about how they communicated when they were not allowed to speak. How did they help others in their team?

 

Human Knot:
In groups of five, pupils stand in a tight circle with everyone facing the same way. Everyone puts one hand in the middle and takes hold of any other hand. They then place their other

hand in the middle and take hold of a different hand. Two pupils release their hands and become the end of the chain.

Without breaking the chain, groups try to untie the knot of hands to stand in a straight line.

Encourage the pupils to share ideas and listen to each other.

Question the pupils. Did the whole group discuss a solution first of all? How did they work as a team?

Make this harder by keeping all of the pupils’ hands together. Can they untangle themselves into a circle?

Make this harder by playing the game with more people or with a few pupils who are blindfolded.

Make this easier by allowing pupils one 'free pass' which allows them to let go of one grip once during their challenge.
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Machinery:
In groups of five, assign each group a certain machine which they will build using their bodies. Machines could include a washing machine, toaster, vacuum cleaner, television, etc. Give

them time to plan and create it to show how they can represent the machine they were given. All pupils must be involved.

After a set time, groups show each other their machines and the other teams must guess what they are.

Discuss and plan ideas.

Talk and listen to each other to share ideas.
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Plenary
5 Mins

Question the pupils on their communication skills as a team.

What did they do well?

What did they find hard?


